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Introduction
Executive summary
Data protection is critical to every organization for disaster recovery and business continuity. It is one of the key requirements of any organization
purchasing IT infrastructure. There are applications today that provide features to protect data at the application level and there are third-party
vendors that provide software tools and appliances to specifically protect data. HPE SimpliVity hyperconverged infrastructure provides an excellent
platform to run virtual infrastructure and built-in data protection features that enable you to safeguard data at a virtual machine level. With so many
technologies to protect data, simple data protection tasks can turn into complex ones without proper knowledge of when to use what.

Purpose
This paper provides information on HPE SimpliVity native data protection features, factors to consider when protecting data, along with best
practices and recommendations on when and how to use them for various use cases.

Audience
This paper is intended for IT administrators, solution architects, and partners looking for guidance and recommendation on protecting data on
HPE OmniStack systems.

Solution overview
This section provides an overview of HPE SimpliVity hyperconverged infrastructure and details around its built-in data protection features and
disaster recovery capabilities.

HPE SimpliVity
As an early pioneer in hyperconvergence and a recognized market and technology leader, Hewlett Packard Enterprise offers the industry’s
most completed hyperconverged infrastructure platform. HPE SimpliVity solution goes beyond compute, storage, and storage networking to
converge all IT infrastructure and advanced data services for virtualized workloads—including data efficiency, data protection, management,
and mobility—onto x86 servers.
HPE SimpliVity solution provides a single, shared resource pool across the entire IT stack, eliminating point products and inefficient siloed IT
architectures.

HPE SimpliVity Data Virtualization Platform 1
HPE SimpliVity foundational technology is HPE SimpliVity Data Virtualization Platform, designed from the ground up for virtualized workloads.
HPE SimpliVity Data Virtualization Platform provides three key benefits to end users:
1. Guaranteed data efficiency—HPE SimpliVity hyperconverged infrastructure deduplicates, compresses, and optimizes all data globally,

improving performance, guaranteeing 90% capacity across storage and backup. 2
2. Built-in resiliency and data protection—HPE SimpliVity delivers the most resilient hyperconverged infrastructure platform, including built-in

backup and replication that eliminates the use of legacy solutions.

3. Global VM-centric management and mobility—HPE SimpliVity delivers policy-based, VM-centric management to simplify day-to-day

operations and enable data mobility, increasing productivity.
An individual HPE SimpliVity node includes
1. A compact hardware platform—A 2U industry-standard virtualized x86 platform containing compute, memory, performance-optimized SSDs

and capacity-optimized HDDs protected in hardware RAID configurations, and 10GbE network interfaces.
2. A hypervisor such as VMware vSphere®/VMware® ESXi™.
3. HPE OmniStack Virtual Controller software running on the hypervisor.
4. An HPE OmniStack Accelerator Card—A special-purpose PCIe card with an FPGA, flash, and DRAM, protected with super capacitors; the

accelerator card offloads CPU-intensive functions such as data compression, deduplication, and optimization from the x86 processors.

1
2

This is a proper part of the product
“Next Generation Convergence & SimpliVity’s Hyperconverged Technology,” IDC White Paper, sponsored by SimpliVity (now Hewlett Packard Enterprise), April 2016
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Figure 1. The components of an HPE OmniStack node

HPE OmniStack is a software-defined hyperconverged infrastructure solution. Clustering multiple HPE OmniStack hyperconverged infrastructure
units forms a shared resource pool and delivers high availability, mobility, and efficient scaling of performance and capacity.

Figure 2. Data virtualization platform spanning three HPE OmniStack nodes
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HPE SimpliVity backups
HPE SimpliVity VM-centric backup creates a full independent logical copy of the virtual machine. There is no link or dependency to the original
VM; therefore, operations on the original VM do not affect the backup or the restored copy of the VM.
HPE SimpliVity VM-centric backups are extremely quick because they were designed into the platform to keep backups simple while maintaining
performance. The backup set is deduplicated and compressed within the HPE SimpliVity Data Virtualization Platform (DVP). With local backups,
no data is moved; only a copy of the metadata is created with pointers to the original data.
For remote backups, only unique blocks of data, which are not available at the remote location (not specific to the last VM backup, but unique
blocks compared to all other data available at the remote data center) are copied to the HPE SimpliVity hyperconverged nodes in the remote
data center. This makes replication to remote locations a simple and cost-effective way to improve the quality of your disaster recovery (DR)
strategy. The need for additional DR components, such as WAN optimizers and secondary software, is eliminated, which significantly reduces
upfront capital expenses associated with costly legacy backup solutions.
Backups on HPE SimpliVity systems can be either policy driven or manual.
Policy-based
Policy-driven backups allow you to schedule backup operations for virtual machines running on HPE SimpliVity systems.
A backup policy contains certain rules, which include
1. Backup schedule—How often to back up the VM.
2. Destination data center for the backup—Target location to store the backup, either local or remote data center.
3. Retention period for the backup—How long to retain the backup before it is deleted from the system.
4. Application consistent—There are two options available to create application consistent backups:

a. VMware® snapshot—This is the default method used for application consistency.
b. Microsoft® VSS—You can leverage the VSS method to achieve application consistency faster. Refer to the administration guide for
applications supported and detailed requirements.
Backup policies can be applied at a datastore level or at a VM level. When a policy is applied to the datastore, the policy is inherited by all VMs
that use the datastore. When a policy is applied directly to a VM, the VM backup policy takes precedence over the policy on the datastore.

Figure 3. Backup policies
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Manual
HPE SimpliVity provides the ability to take on-demand backups by bypassing policy-driven backups. A manual backup creates a backup of the
VM at the current point in time. Manual backups do not expire and have no retention time by default. However, the advanced properties of the
backup can be configured while creating the backup to assign a retention period.

Figure 4. Backup virtual machine

HPE SimpliVity backups versus array-based and VM snapshots
HPE SimpliVity VM-level backups do not challenge or impact the performance or availability of the VM. HPE SimpliVity native backup is a vast
improvement over the traditional storage array or virtual machine snapshot-based backups.
Storage array-based snapshots
Some traditional storage array snapshots provide a LUN-level snapshot for the virtual machines placed on the LUN, but the granularity captures
all the VMs on the LUN, including those that might have different SLAs. Even worse, if a single VM’s disks reside on multiple LUNs, the snapshot
will not capture all the parts of a single VM unless snapshots are taken for all LUNs containing the VM disks simultaneously (mostly through
consistency groups). This fragmentation can make a backup restoration difficult, and in case of database restoration, extremely complex.
1. Array-based backups that are based on snapshots are often dependent on previous snapshots. This chain of consistency must be tracked

and managed by the system to ensure that backup data can be restored properly.
2. HPE SimpliVity backup is a fully independent point-in-time backup with no dependencies, other than the metadata and the actual blocks on

the disks. Both are protected across nodes and locally for multiple disk failures.

3. This is how HPE SimpliVity differentiates itself from SAN-based snap and replicate backups, which results in more efficient movement of

backups, more reliable restores, and less impact on the production environment.
4. While storage snapshots are widely used to quickly create point-in-time virtual copies of data, they should not be confused for valid backup

solutions. This is an incorrect and risky assumption, unless backups are copied to secondary media (for example, a storage array or tape),
they do not protect against media failures.
Storage array snapshots are generally not granular enough for a modern data center as they typically do not scale to the business demands of
taking hundreds of backups or allow for complex and dynamic rule changes once configured.
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VM snapshots
VM-level snapshot-based backups are difficult to manage. The snapshot operation itself can reduce the performance of the VM if the
infrastructure is not able to withstand the impact of the snapshot. Snapshot commit phases at the end of the backup process can also reduce
the performance of the VM if the volume of data to roll into the virtual disks is high.
HPE SimpliVity delivers comprehensive backup and recovery, unlike snapshots that are much more limited in functionality and a riskier form of
data protection.
1. A snapshot is the state of a system at a particular point in time.
2. Each HPE SimpliVity backup is a full backup and is rooted in the underlying data virtualization platform, which deduplicates, compresses,

and optimizes all data once and forever across all phases of the data lifecycle, including all local, remote, and cloud backup data.

3. When all data is deduplicated and VMDKs are represented by metadata, creating a point-in-time backup is a simple matter of creating a copy

of the metadata. This creates a more efficient storage layer since no read or write IOPS need to occur, and allows for the creation of a full and
independent backup in seconds.
4. VMware snapshots are supported, but snapshots are not recommended for normal production use. Snapshots consume a significant amount

of disk space and a virtual machine with several existing snapshots can cause backup failures. Retain only the most recent snapshot on a
virtual machine.
HPE SimpliVity restore
How good is a backup if you can’t restore it? HPE SimpliVity provides the ability to quickly restore any of the VM backups, from anywhere in
the federation, to a new virtual machine, so you can perform periodic backup restoration validation. The restored VM can be placed on an
offline virtual network so it does not negatively impact production operations, and then powered on for any number of validation tests to be
completed. VM backups can also be restored to replace the original VM to roll back data to the specific point in time the backup was taken in
case of data corruption.

File Level Restore
HPE SimpliVity File Level Restore allows you to restore a single file, a set of files, or entire directories from an existing backup from any
VM to any VM in the federation. There is no limit to the number of files and directories you can restore, as long as the sum of all files you
select does not surpass 32 GB of content. The files and folders retrieved are attached as a DVD drive to a user-selected virtual machine
within the data center.

Figure 5. File Level Restore 1
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Figure 6. File Level Restore 2

RapidDR
HPE SimpliVity RapidDR simplifies and accelerates off-site disaster recovery through automation. The solution extends the inherent data
efficiencies of HPE SimpliVity hyperconverged infrastructure, slashing recovery-point objectives (RPOs) and recovery-time objectives (RTOs)
from days or hours to minutes.
HPE SimpliVity RapidDR eliminates complicated DR scripting processes and complex runbooks that consume IT time, resources, and budget.
An intuitive, VM-centric GUI guides the system administrator through the configuration process streamlining setup. Configuration such as
VMs to restore at the destination site, startup order, networking for VMs, and so on can be automated using HPE SimpliVity RapidDR.

Figure 7. HPE SimpliVity RapidDR
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Backup concepts
RPO
The recovery-point objective, or RPO, is defined as the point in time until when data is available if there is an outage. As part of business
continuity planning, organizations define the point up to which they can tolerate data loss and operate without data before the business suffers.
1. A good example of setting an RPO is to imagine that you are writing an important, yet lengthy, report. Think to yourself that eventually your

computer will crash and the content written after your last save will be lost. How much time can you tolerate having to try to recover or
rewrite that missing content?

2. This time becomes your RPO, and should become the indicator of how often you back your data up, or in this case save your work. If the

organization can survive three to four days in between backups, then the RPO would be three days (the shortest time between backups).

RTO
Recovery-time objective, or RTO, specifies the amount of time between an outage and resumption of operations. The objective is to calculate
how quickly you need to recover, which can then dictate the type or preparations you need to implement and the overall budget you should
assign to business continuity.
If, for example, you find that your RTO is one hour, meaning your business can survive with systems down for this amount of time, then you will
need to ensure a high level of preparation and a higher budget to ensure that systems can be recovered quickly. On the other hand, if the RTO is
two weeks, then you can budget less and invest in less advanced solutions.

Crash-consistent backups
A crash-consistent backup captures all of the virtual machine’s data at exactly the same time. This is how essentially most modern backup
software function.
1. Crash-consistent backups are fine and work well for the most part for nondatabase applications.
2. When a crash-consistent backup is recovered and restored, the data is in the identical state it was in at the time of the backup.
3. HPE SimpliVity crash-consistent backups can be used for database applications. However, because they do not capture data in memory or

any pending I/O operations, restoring data from a crash-consistent backup requires extra work, such as journaling forward, before an
application can be brought back online.

App consistent backups
An application-consistent backup is a backup of application data that allows the application to achieve a quiescent and consistent state. This
type of backup captures the contents of the memory and any pending writes that occurred during the backup process. For example, to ensure
that the backup includes all the data at a specific point in time, the backup allows the pending I/O operations to finish before committing them to
the database. When the backup or snapshot is complete, the software notifies the database application to resume. A restoration of an
application-consistent backup requires no additional work to restore the database application.
HPE SimpliVity provides two methods to take application consistent backups.
1. VMware snapshot—This is the default for application consistent option. It preserves the state of the virtual machine and includes all the data

at a specific point in time. However, if the application is experiencing high rates of I/O, this can take a long time to complete and may affect
performance.
2. Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS)—This method can save time when creating application consistent backups. VSS uses

application-specific writers to freeze the application and database. It ensures that data transferred from one file to another is captured and
consistent. Writes against the application are resumed once VSS creates a shadow copy and application is in a consistent state.

Note

There are certain requirements (operating system and application support, and so on) that need to be met for taking VSS application-aware
backups. Refer to the latest HPE OmniStack release notes for requirements and supported applications.
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Backup considerations
This section provides information about the different factors that affect backups.
Backup frequencies
Backup frequency within a backup policy dictates how often a VM is backed up. The frequency is generally determined by the recovery-point
objective (RPO) of the organization. Higher the frequency of backups, more often data is sent over the WAN in a remote backup scenario.
Ten-minute backup frequency is the lowest time interval you can set with the current version of the HPE OmniStack software (3.6.2).
Backup retention
The retention period of a backup policy decides when the backup, and data uniquely associated with the backup is deleted from the system.
For example, if a backup policy is created to take backups every day and retain it for seven days, then on the eighth day the oldest backup will be
deleted and a new backup will be taken. The longer the retention period, the more likely it is to fill up the system with backup data.
Change rate
Change rate is defined as the rate at which new data is written or created against an existing data object within a given time period. Change
rate is one of the most significant factors that determine the size of a backup. For example, if the change rate for a 100 GB VM is 10% per day
and backups are taken daily, then each backup will be around 10 GB. Along with this if the retention period for a backup policy is seven days,
then there will be 70 GB of backup data associated with the policy on the HPE SimpliVity platform. Note that data efficiency savings on
HPE SimpliVity platforms through deduplication and compression may require less data to be stored.
VM size
VM size is also a critical factor that decides the size of the backup and the amount of data that is transferred over the WAN in a remote backup
scenario. As mentioned previously, the size of the VM or data object along with the change rate typically dictates the size of the backup. A very
large VM with a small change rate can generate the same amount of backup data as a small VM with a high change rate. For example, a 100 GB
VM with a 10% daily change rate will produce the same size daily backup as a 1000 GB VM with a 1% change rate.
Backup scheduling
If there are multiple backup policies sending data over the WAN at the same time, there is a chance that the network might get congested and
the RPO of the organization will be missed. Therefore, backups must be scheduled in such a way that not all data is being transferred over the
network at one time but instead is distributed over time.
WAN and storage latency
Latency and existing load on the production and remote target system can affect the RPO of a backup environment. If the latency and load is
constantly high, then backup policies may take more time to complete due to contention of resources.

Sizing for backup examples
The following examples are used to demonstrate how different factors affect the size of backup space required or WAN bandwidth required.
These examples are not taking deduplication and compression into account and hence, the storage space and network bandwidth required on
HPE SimpliVity systems would be lower.
The following calculations are equivalent to those legacy backup product would use for incremental backups. HPE SimpliVity backups are full
backups and provide the same cost savings advantages. The backup policy impact report feature should be utilized when implementing a new
backup policy to ensure not over system limits for backups.
Example 1: Backup size
Consider the following backup scenario:
1. VM size: 100 GB
2. Change rate: 5%/day
3. Backup frequency: Daily
4. Retention: 1 month (30 days)
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Storage space required for backup

Total space required for the VM = VM size + backup size = 250 GB
Example 2: VM growth
In this example, the same parameters from Example 1 are being used. Additionally, the size of the VM is expected to grow by 30% over the next
three years.
• VM size: 100 GB
• Change rate: 5%/day
• Backup frequency: Daily
• Retention: 1 month (30 days)
• VM growth: 30%/3 years
Even though the VM is going to grow 30% over three years, the space needs to be accounted for when the backup policy is being created.
VM size at the end of three years

= 100 x 1.30 = 130 GB

Backup space required

Total storage required

= VM size + backup size
= 130 GB + 195 GB
= 325 GB

Example 3: Multiple policies
Building on the previous example, a second backup policy is assigned to the VM to take monthly backups and retain it for a year.
• VM size: 100 GB
• Change rate: 5%/day
• Backup frequency: Daily
• Retention: 1 month (30 days)
• VM growth: 30%/3 years
• Backup frequency 2: monthly
• Retention period 2: 1 year
• Monthly change rate: 20%
Space required for the monthly backup policy
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Total space required by the VM = VM size + backup size 1 + backup size 2
= 130 GB + 195 GB + 312 GB
= 537 GB
Example 4: WAN bandwidth
With the same parameters from Example 3, what is the minimum RPO that can be achieved with a 50 Mbps WAN bandwidth?
On the 30th day of the month, maximum amount of data would be transferred as both backup policies would be transferring data.
Assuming all unique data and no staggering of backup policies, we would have a maximum of
5% of 130 GB + 20% of 130 GB going over the WAN in a worst-case scenario.
= 6.5 GB + 26 GB
= 32.5 GB
Time required to move 32.5 GB over the WAN
= 5324.8 seconds
~ 1.5 hours approximately
Thus, with a 50 Mbps link 1.5 hours is the lowest RPO that can be achieved.
The same logic and calculation can be used to calculate the minimum WAN bandwidth needed if the RPO is known.

Note

Round Trip Time (RTT), packet loss, TCP window size, congestion on the link from other network traffic are factors that can affect the actual
speed available on the WAN link. Therefore, account for these factors when setting RPOs.

Guidelines and recommendations
Backup scheduling
Avoid scheduling backups at the top of the hour. It is recommended to have backup policies trigger backups a few minutes after the top of the
hour as other system processes could be operating then. This does not mean scheduling backups at the top of the hour would cause issues, but
moving them a few minutes before or after would be a cleaner way of managing backups.

Stagger backups
Always stagger different backup policies so that all backups do not occur at the same time and avoid congesting the network. In Example 3, we
assumed the worst case where the backups are triggered together and hence needed an RPO of 1.5 hours. However, if one backup schedule was
triggered for midday and the other schedule a few hours later, the RPO that could have been achieved would have been lower.

New backup policies
It is always a good practice to create a single new backup policy at a time. Verifying that RPO objectives are still being met after cycling through
the rules of the policy that can help understand at which point or policy the system is getting overloaded.

Stagger backup rules
Within a backup policy, you can have several rules, which define when to trigger backups and destinations for the backup. Similar to staggering
backup policies, it is recommended to stagger or spread out the different rules within a backup policy to avoid bottlenecks and congestions.

Backup window
There is no special backup window requirement with HPE SimpliVity data protection features. Since backups are extremely efficient and do not
trigger a lot of I/O, backups can run throughout the day (if the frequency is less than 24 hours) without any performance issues.
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Fixed Default Backup Policy
Virtual machines are not being protected under the Fixed Default Backup Policy. The Fixed Default Backup Policy on an HPE SimpliVity
system is an empty policy that cannot be edited to include rules or be deleted. This policy is created when the first datastore is created in a
cluster. Therefore, it should not be assumed that datastores and VMs are being protected under that policy. If a VM is assigned a policy that
causes backup limits to be exceeded, then the Fixed Default Backup Policy is applied to the virtual machine.

The <local> option for destination cluster
When choosing a target destination for a manual or policy-based backup, it is recommended to use the actual data center name instead of
using the <local> option provided in the UI. Again, this is only a cleaner way of managing backups, as it could get confusing over time as more
and more backup policies are created. There could be scenarios where using <local> may be less time consuming and easy to understand
(ROBO). Therefore, carefully choose the naming convention for backup policies.

Federation guidelines
Careful attention should be given to the guidelines and limits for backups with the HPE SimpliVity Federation. The backup limits for the
HPE OmniStack software version are available in the administrators guide for that release. The most recent guidelines are available in the
administrative guide for the latest HPE OmniStack software version. The limits for number of policies, backups, retention period, and backup
interval are astronomical in general. However, it is good practice to understand what the current consumption is and analyzing future
consumptions before creating new policies.
HPE SimpliVity by default provides a backup policy impact report that is presented to the user before confirming the creation of the backup
policy. The backup report provides
1. The projected daily and total backups for federation virtual machines as percentages of the maximum backup system limit.
2. The current daily backup percentage is based on the frequency of backups and the number of federation virtual machines.
3. The current total federation backup percentage is based on the retention time and frequency for all backups in the federation, and the

number of federation virtual machines.

Figure 8. Backup prediction

Note
If a VM is assigned a policy that causes the number of backups to exceed backup limits, then the Fixed Default Backup Policy (empty policy)
is assigned to the VM.
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Network
Backup traffic by default is transported over the Federation network if a network route is available between the Federation networks of
HPE SimpliVity hyperconverged nodes. If there is no route available, which is generally the case with remote data centers, the backups are
transported over the management network. Therefore, based on the backup schedules and rate of change of data on the VMs being protected,
sufficient bandwidth should be available on the management network.

Bandwidth requirements
Bandwidth requirements can be calculated using the calculations provided in the example sections. Although the example covers worst-case
scenarios, on HPE SimpliVity platform because of deduplication and compression, the amount of data stored on disk and sent over the WAN to
remote data centers is considerably reduced. It is always a good practice to verify RPOs are met after adding a new policy to ensure the network
bandwidth available is sufficient.
If replication fails to complete within the RPO period, check if there is sufficient network throughput. Insufficient throughput may be resolved with
a variety of approaches:
1. Reduce the frequency, volume, or timing of backups to the relevant data center
2. Provide additional bandwidth
3. Reduce latency by identifying and eliminating the source of latency

a. If latency has caused congestion (WAN or LAN), implement QoS on saturated links in the path or increase bandwidth.
b. If latency is caused by distance or link media (satellite, wireless), implement TCP acceleration to increase throughput potential.

Bandwidth throttling
If there is limited bandwidth available between sites or if backups are using up a large portion of the available traffic, then the bandwidth can be
throttled by configuring traffic shaping properties at the vSwitch or port group level. This should be done carefully as it will affect any other
VM traffic on that vSwitch or port group as well. An alternate approach is to control traffic at the physical switch level—between specific ports,
MACs, points on the network.
Information on traffic shaping from VMware can be found here: Traffic Shaping Policy in the vSphere Client.

First sync
The first backup at a remote site is always a full backup. If there is a virtual machine that occupies 100 GB at the primary site and that virtual
machine being backed up to the remote site that has no data on it, then up to 100 GB will be copied over the first time (depending on the
dedupe-able data within the 100 GB). If the target data center contains other virtual machines, then due to probability of commonality of
data and HPE SimpliVity deduplication technology, lesser data would need to be transferred over. For example, if the target data center has a
VM running the same operating system as the VM you are trying to back up, the copy of those duplicate blocks of data would be eliminated.
Hence, as a best practice to pre-seed a target data center with VM data to reduce network traffic and finish the first synchronization sooner.
The first backup syncs can require more bandwidth, and hence it is good practice to complete the first backups before tracking that RPOs are
being satisfied.
Optionally, large amounts of data can be sent manually to the remote site through USB drives or hard drives to avoid consuming the network
bandwidth for the initial sync.

Sizing for backups
Various factors that affect the size of backup storage required along with examples is provided in the previous sections. However, specific
consideration must be given to local and remote backup implementations.
Local backup
Although local backups are technically free, a lot of space can be consumed by the backups, if the change rate is high, the frequency is
aggressive and the retention period is long. This can further dramatically increase when the size of the VM is constantly growing. Therefore,
always account for the backup storage space required upfront when sizing production HPE SimpliVity systems and also before implementing
new policies.
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Remote backup
When performing remote backups, the same considerations for local backups are applicable. However, careful attention must be given to storage
sizing if the target destination is the target destination for multiple sites. Also, if there are virtual machines being protected locally at the target
destination, then the storage sizing requirements will increase.

Disk alignment
If a VM has a partition misalignment, then the backup sizes would be larger than what they would have been with an aligned partition.
HPE SimpliVity deduplicates at 8K granularity and if there is a VM that has an aligned partition, then that VM will not efficiently deduplicate
with a VM that has an improper partition alignment (data being unevenly spread around the 8K boundaries).

Note
The misalignment issue is not HPE SimpliVity specific, but is common to all storage systems.

System performance
HPE SimpliVity backups are extremely efficient and because of inline deduplication and compression at ingest through the HPE SimpliVity
Data Virtualization Platform, they do not affect performance on the system. However, if a system is extremely busy running VM workloads and
serves as the target destination for backups from another site, the backup data sent over the WAN could take longer to be written to disk. This
could potentially cause RPOs for the schedule to be missed if the remote backup frequency is very small. If you notice RPOs not being met even
though there is no congestion on the network, checking the system performance at the remote site is a good starting point.

High availability
In case of a system outage at the target data center, the backups at the source data center will be paused and will try reconnecting to the remote
data center every 10 minutes. Once network connection is reestablished the backups will resume automatically—no special configuration is
required to restart the backups. Depending on the duration for which the target data center was unavailable, a lot of data may be queued up that
needs to be transferred to the target data center to meet specified RPOs. The network may get congested because of continuous data transfer
and therefore attention must be given so that other workloads are not affected during that period.

File Level Restore
As per the most recent HPE OmniStack software release, 32 GB is the maximum amount of data that can be restored through HPE SimpliVity
File Level Restore. If the files or directories do exceed the 32 GB, HPE SimpliVity recommends in such cases that the backup be restored
normally as a VM, as the process will be faster and be able to handle more data.
Windows®
For Windows operating systems, it is required to use FLR with basic disks instead of dynamic disks.
Linux®
At the time of writing this paper, FLR is supported only with Windows VM. If files from a Linux VM need to be restored, then a workaround
is available.
1. Restore a new VM from the Linux backup.
2. Attach the virtual disk from the restored VM to a target VM that files need to be restored to.
3. Mount the attached disk within the Linux VM.
4. Copy files using the cp command.

Item/Object level restore
Object level restore for applications is possible using Kroll Ontrack PowerControls. The Ontrack PowerControls software suite provides
granular-level recovery and is compatible with HPE SimpliVity solutions. It includes three simple, yet powerful tools for searching, recovering,
collecting, and restoring data from Microsoft Exchange, SharePoint, and SQL Server backups. It is forensically sound, meaning no file metadata
is affected or altered during search and restoration processes. It is suitable to use to access and export data under legal hold, and can be used in
any litigation matters.
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HPE SimpliVity backups and Kroll Ontrack PowerControls form a tightly coupled solution for retrieving objects and items from Microsoft
SQL Server, Exchange, and SharePoint environments. Backups of VMs running these applications can be restored as new VMs and the
virtual disk containing application data is attached to a VM running Ontrack PowerControls software. A specific procedure for each application
is available through PowerControls for retrieving data.
A high-level overview of the process is as follows.

Figure 9. Object-level recovery using HPE SimpliVity backups and Kroll Ontrack

More detailed information about the HPE SimpliVity-Kroll solution can be found in the reference architecture at SimpliVity with Ontrack®
PowerControlsTM.

Long-term backup retention
For long-term retention of backups, a cluster of high-capacity HPE SimpliVity models with minimal compute resources can be used as a remote
backup target for a single or multiple HPE SimpliVity systems. Instead of filling up production and DR nodes with backups, they can be offloaded
to the large capacity cluster with longer retention policies, which may be a requirement for security and compliance reasons. The backups can be
restored to production or development and test sites as required.
As a clean design practice, it is recommended to have separate clusters for long-term retention and for disaster recovery. The nodes for
DR depending on business objective should have sufficient resources in terms of compute and storage to sustain the workloads necessary
in a disaster situation.

Figure 10. Disaster recovery and long-term backup retention
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Archive to tape
To avoid single technology as the point of failure and for compliance reasons to store backup data on a storage medium other than hard drives,
organizations often have requirements to archive older data to a tape library. Virtual machines and backups on HPE SimpliVity can be archived
to a tape library using existing tape archival technologies.
The backups on HPE SimpliVity will need to be restored and existing tape solutions can be leveraged to move the VMs from the virtualized
environment to the tape library. The VMs can also be exported to an .OVF format to be eventually stored on the tape library.
Moving VMs off an HPE SimpliVity platform and on to tape libraries will require rehydration of the VM. The entire VM will have to be read
and written to the destination tape library, without HPE SimpliVity efficient deduplication technology, which could become a time and
performance-intensive operation.
Specific times during the day should be kept aside for moving VMs off to a tape library and performance should be monitored closely to avoid
affecting other backup policies writing data and production workloads. Archiving virtual machines to tape from a separate HPE SimpliVity cluster
can offload archiving operations from production systems.

Figure 11. Archiving VMs to Tape

Data protection for database application
A key point to remember about database systems are the transaction logs. Transaction logs are an important part of a database system. It tracks
and records all the transactions and modifications that are made to the database. In case of a system failure, transaction logs can be replayed on
the database to bring it back to a consistent state.
Transaction logs can grow very large if not managed and truncated appropriately. Generally, logs are truncated when a backup is performed or
the logs are first copied to an external storage location truncation.
SQL Server
HPE SimpliVity provides application consistent backups using Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) for Microsoft SQL Server (check
compatibility guide for versions support). This ensures that the database is in a consistent state upon restoring the VM.

Note
If the SQL Server is configured with simple recovery model, SQL Server handles the log truncation. If SQL Server is configured in full or
bulk-logged recovery model, the transaction logs need to be handled manually or a third-party solution. If not, the logs would continue
to grow and the VM will run out of space.
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SQL Always On Availability Groups
Always On technology from Microsoft SQL uses the concept of having multiple copies of the database configured either in asynchronous or
synchronous write mode. Failovers are handled at the application layer directly. However, for compliance reasons and longer retention, data
can still be backed up using HPE SimpliVity application consistent backup via VSS.
To restore databases, there are two options available to the administrator
1. Replace the entire VM.
2. Replace the VMDK containing the database.

Note
For both options, the database has to be removed from the Availability Group before restoring and has to be added back to the Availability
Group after restore.
A detailed procedure and video recording on application consistent backup and restore of databases in Always On Availability Groups is available
on the support website. Refer to the How to Restore MS SQL Server DB with Always On Availability Group from an HPE SimpliVity VSS
Backup on the support website.
Exchange
As HPE SimpliVity hyperconverged infrastructure simplifies IT, application-aware VSS backups for Exchange will be available in future releases
of HPE OmniStack software. Today, scripts are available through HPE SimpliVity that let you take application aware backups using VSS for
Exchange. HPE SimpliVity customers can obtain the scripts from HPE SimpliVity support portal.
Circular logging is a feature in Exchange that truncates transaction logs once they reach a specific size. HPE SimpliVity backups can be used with
the circular logging feature to protect Exchange environments.
Other database application (Oracle, Sybase, and so on)
In general, a two-tier strategy should be employed for database systems.
1. HPE SimpliVity VM-centric backups—These backups will capture all information around VM and database configuration, firewall and

network settings, and so on along with a crash-consistent copy of the database.

2. Database log copy—copying of the database log files will enable granular recovery of the database to a specific point in time. The logs can

be copied to another VM exporting an NFS share on a remote HPE SimpliVity system.
Backup scripts can be implemented using HPE SimpliVity CLI or REST API to copy the transactional logs before triggering an HPE SimpliVity
backup.

Data protection—EUC environment
In an End User Computing environment, protection of desktops may not be necessary (except for full clones), but protecting the infrastructure
components, user data, and profiles are critical for disaster recovery.
HPE SimpliVity Reference Architecture for VDI solutions, highlights three different Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery (BCDR) strategies
that can be used to protect and recover environments in case of a disaster.
1. An active/active configuration across multiple sites leveraging linked clones—In this type of a deployment, user profile data (stored at

each site) on a file server VM is protected with a 10-min RPO by backing up the file server VM to the other site. In the event of an outage at
one of the sites, the desktops are run on the site that is still available.
2. An active/active configuration across multiple sites with a tertiary site for regional DR—Building on top of the first scenario, in this
deployment, the infrastructure components are protected along with the user profile data by backing up all the infrastructure VMs (from
multiple sites) with 10-minute RPOs to a third site. In the event of a disaster in all primary sites, the infrastructure components are recovered
at the third site and the desktops are run at that site.
3. An active/active configuration across multiple sites leveraging full clone desktops—In this deployment, the desktops are protected
directly (full clones) by backing up the desktop VMs to a remote second site. The management infrastructure components are also protected
through regular backups stored at the second site. In case of a disaster, the management and desktop VMs are recovered and brought online
at the site that is still available.
For additional information on the BCDR strategies, please read the VMware® Horizon™ 7 with SimpliVity OmniStack.
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Data protection—ROBO environment
HPE SimpliVity native data protection features along with its data efficiency features, which perform inline deduplication and compression of
all data once and for all at ingest, make the HPE SimpliVity platform an optimal choice for ROBO environments. There two topologies that are
supported for deployments:
1. Hub and Spoke—In a Hub and Spoke model, the edge or branch offices can only backup data to the central remote office. No backups are

configured between the multiple branch offices.
2. Full Mesh—In a Full Mesh topology, the edge or branch offices can backup VMs to the central remote office or any of the other edge or

branch offices.

In general, to implement the topologies correctly, appropriate firewalls should be configured between the sites to allow or restrict the
flow of traffic.
An HPE SimpliVity cluster with large capacity nodes is a great solution to have at the central site on. As a result, backups will be faster,
more efficient, require less network bandwidth and can be managed under the same HPE SimpliVity Federation.

Figure 12. HPE SimpliVity ROBO deployment in a Hub and Spoke network topology

A few key points to consider:
1. In ROBO deployments, there is a lot of commonality of data between sites because of which high rates of deduplication can be expected at

the central site. Pre-seeding the cluster at the central site with common VMs can help reduce the time taken for the first synchronization.

2. Staggering backups from each branch site to run at different times will avoid congesting the network at the central remote office.
3. Incrementally, configure branch office sites to backup data to central site and verify if RPOs are still being met. If not, consider increasing

network bandwidth or tuning the RPOs for different sites.
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Conclusion
Data protection is critical to every organization for business continuity and disaster recovery. HPE SimpliVity built-in features for data protection
provide customers an efficient method to protect data without having to purchase additional third-party backup software. HPE SimpliVity data
protection technology can be used universally for all use cases—Tier 1 applications, End User Computing, ROBO, and so on. Best practices and
recommendations provided in this paper will help tune an HPE SimpliVity deployment to provide maximum benefits for the customer.

Learn more at
hpe.com/info/simplivity
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